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New Titles
Bestseller

The Greco-Persian Wars - A Short History with Documents
Passages: Key Moments in History
Erik Jensen
Hackett's Passages: Key Moments in History series titles include original-source documents in
accessible editions, intended for the student-user or general audience. This edition, The GrecoPersian Wars, taps our knowledge of the Persian Empire and its interactions with the Greek
world.
The sources examined were created in different times and places, for different purposes, and
with different intended audiences. Using these sources effectively requires recognising their
distinct characteristics. A general introduction about the Greco-Persian wars is included to
provide historical background and an overview of the information contained in the originalsource documents. Also included are a glossary of terms, a chronology, insightful headnotes to
each document, and an index.

Reviews: "Jensen's The Greco-Persian Wars offers a refreshing introduction to a critical (but
often misunderstood) historical event in world history. Rejecting dated models of East-West
confrontation, it usefully frames the Persian invasions of Greece in terms of imperial expansion
and frontier development, and considers the long-term evolution of Greco-Persian relations after
480-479. The source selections draw on both Achaemenid documents as well as Greek narratives
to contextualize the conflict." —John Hyland, Christopher Newport University

About the Author: Erik Jensen is Assistant Professor of History, Salem State University.
PB 9781624669545 £17.99 February 2021 Hackett Publishing Company, Inc 232 pages
HB 9781624669552 £46.99 February 2021 Hackett Publishing Company, Inc 232 pages

Muslim Sources of the Crusader Period - An Anthology
Edited and translated by James E. Lindsay, Suleiman Ali Mourad
Drawn from greater Syria, northern Mesopotamia, and Egypt, the sources in this anthology many of which are translated into English for the first time here--provide eyewitness and
contemporary historical accounts of what unfolded in the eastern Mediterranean and the Near
East between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries.
In providing representative examples of the many disparate types of Muslim sources, this volume
opens a window onto life in the Islamic Near East during the Crusader period and the interactions
between Franks and Muslims in the broader context of Islamic history.
Ideally suited for use in undergraduate courses on the Crusades or the pre-modern Islamic Near
East, this anthology will also appeal to any readers seeking a better understanding of the Islamic
response to the Crusades and the general history of the Near East in this period.

About the Author: James E. Lindsay is Professor of Middle Eastern History, Colorado State
University. Suleiman A. Mourad is Professor of Religion, Smith College.

Reviews: "Historians and instructors alike will enthusiastically greet this book, which presents
in a student-friendly manner Islamic sources relating to the crusades that are not otherwise
available to persons who lack a working knowledge of Arabic and its rich literary treasury." —
Alfred J. Andrea, Emeritus Professor of History, The University of Vermont
PB 9781624669842 £20.00 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company, Inc 320 pages
HB 9781624669965 £60.00 October 2021 Hackett Publishing Company, Inc 320 pages
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White War, Black Soldiers - Two African Accounts of World War I
Bakary Diallo, Lamine Senghor Edited by George Robb Translated by Nancy Erber, William
Peniston
Strength and Goodness (Force-Bonté) by Bakary Diallo is one of the only memoirs of World War
I ever written or published by an African. It remains a pioneering work of African literature as
well as a unique and invaluable historical document about colonialism and Africa's role in the
Great War. Lamine Senghor's The Rape of a Country (La Violation d'un pays) is another pioneering
French work by a Senegalese veteran of World War I, but one that offers a stark contrast to
Strength and Goodness.
Both are made available for the first time in English in this edition, complete with a glossary of
terms and a general historical introduction. The centennial of World War I is an ideal moment to
present Strength and Goodness and The Rape of a Country to a wider, English-reading public.
Until recently, Africa's role in the war has been neglected by historians and largely forgotten by
the general public. Euro-centric versions of the war still predominate in popular culture, Many
historians, however, now insist that African participation in the 1914-18 War is a large part of
what made that conflict a world war.

Reviews: " White War, Black Soldiers is a terrific read, from start to finish, and addresses such
an important gap in our knowledge about Africa, Africans, and WWI. The editors offer a rich,
balanced, and nuanced account not just of the historical contexts in which to read these texts
but also of how we should approach them—in all their complexity. Diallo's text nicely defies a
neat postcolonial reading and helps us appreciate the historical contingencies and variations of
interwar 'radicalism'. It also of course helps students confront the ongoing whiteness of WWI
studies." —Antoinette Burton, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
PB 9781624669514 £16.99 February 2021 Hackett Publishing Company, Inc 200 pages
HB 9781624669521 £46.99 February 2021 Hackett Publishing Company, Inc 200 pages

Ancient History
The Lamentations of Isis and Nephthys
Fragmentary Osirian Papyri, Part I
(Carsten Niebuhr Institute Publications, vol. 46)
Andrea Kucharek, Marc Coenen
This book presents the edition of all known copies of the important Osirian ritual known as The
Lamentations of Isis and Nephthys, along with an extensive commentary. The main copies are a
series of papyri from Tebtunis and Thebes, but excerpts are also preserved on some coffins from
Thebes and Akhmim. The papyri from the Tebtunis temple library deposit preserve actual
manuals used by the priests for the ritual, whereas the other papyri and the coffins preserve
copies of excerpts intended for funerary use by private individuals.

About the Author: Andrea Kucharek is a Research Associate at the Egyptological Department
at the University of Heidelberg. Having received her PhD on the lamentation rituals of Isis and
Nephthys in 2004, she specialises in Osirian rituals and ancient Egyptian mourning customs. Marc
Coenen holds MA and PhD degrees in Oriental Studies: Ancient Near East from the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, and currently works as an officer with the Emergency Rescue Zone
of South-West Limburg.
PB 9788763546836 £78.99 February 2021 Museum Tusculanum Press 369 pages
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The Essential Thucydides: On Justice, Power, and Human Nature
Selections from The History of the Peloponnesian War
Thucydides, Paul Woodruff
Thucydides was the first ancient Greek historian to double as a social scientist. He set out to
understand human events entirely in human terms, without recourse to myth. He sought to know
why people go to war and how they are affected by its violence. He studied the civil war in
Corcyra, which began when radicals burst into the council house and killed leaders who favoured
democracy. The strengths and weaknesses of democracy are a major theme of his History. Its
larger story shows how the Athenians tried to expand their empire too far and came to a crushing
defeat.
Here are vivid stories of land and sea battles, interspersed with fascinating and disturbing
debates about war and policy. All of Thucydides’ History is here, either in summary or translation,
in a volume short enough for a wide readership. This Second Edition is expanded to include all
the important debates and battle scenes, and the entire translation has been revised in accord
with the latest scholarship. The Essential Thucydides (Hackett, fall 2021) is the second edition of
Paul Woodruff's On Justice, Power, and Human Nature: Selections from The History of the
Peloponnesian War (first published by Hackett Publishing Company in 1993, paperback ISBN 9780-87220-168-2, cloth ISBN 978-0-87220-169-9).

About the Author: Paul Woodruff is Professor of Philosophy, University of Texas at Austin.
Reviews: "At last—a good way to navigate the choppy waters of Thucydides’ account of the
Great War! Woodruff has focused on themes of lasting importance—human nature, justice, and
war itself. These have guided his skilful selection of passages and his deft explanatory comments,
all in a fast-moving, readable style." —W. R. Connor, Andrew Fleming West Professor of Classics,
Emeritus, Princeton University
PB 9781647920159 £14.99 November 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 296 pages
HB 9781647920326 £45.99 November 2021 Hackett Publishing Company 296 pages

C.500 To 1700
Browsing through the Sultan's Bookshelves
Towards a Reconstruction of the Library of the Mamluk Sultan Qanisawh alGhawri (r. 906-922/1501-1516)
Kristof D'hulster
Starting from 135 manuscripts that were once part of the library of the late Mamluk sultan
Qanisawh al-Ghawri (r. 1501--1516), this book challenges the dominant narrative of a "post-court
era", in which courts were increasingly marginalized in the field of adab. Rather than being the
literary barren field that much of the Arabic and Arabic-centred sources, produced extra muros,
would have us believe, it re-cognizes Qanisawh's court as a rich and vibrant literary site and a
cosmopolitan hub in a burgeoning Turkic literary ecumene.
It also re-centres the ruler himself within this court. No longer the passive object of panegyric or
the source of patronage alone, Qniawh has an authorial voice in his own right, one that is
idiosyncratic yet in conversation with other voices. As such, while this book is first and foremost
a book about books, it is one that consciously aspires to be more than that: a book about a library,
and, ultimately, a book about the man behind the library, Qniawh al-Ghawr.
HB 9783847112921 £57.99 July 2021 Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GMBH 396 pages
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History and Society during the Mamluk Period (1250-1517)
Studies of the Annemarie Schimmel Institute for Advanced Study III
Edited by Bethany Walker, Abdelkader Al Ghouz
This volume is a collection of research essays submitted by fellows of the Annemarie Schimmel
Kolleg, an Advanced Center of Research in Mamluk Studies. It covers three themes, which corre
spond to the research agenda of the final three academic years of the Annemarie Schimmel Koll
These were: environmental history, material culture studies, and im/mobility. The aim of the co
ntributions is to overcome the disciplinary boundaries of the field and to engage in scholary de
bates in Ottoman Studies, European history, archaeology, and art history, and even the natural
sciences.
HB 9783847111504 £66.99 April 2021 Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GMBH 573 pages

Our Medieval City! The first Jewish Community in Vienna
Edited by Astrid Peterle, Adina Seeger
In March 2021, the Jewish Museum Vienna will be opening its new permanent exhibition at
Museum Judenplatz. The exhibition will be accompanied by a publication devoted to a chapter
in Viennese history that has not had the attention it deserves. Medieval Vienna was home to one
of the most important Jewish communities in Europe.
Jews settled in the area of the present-day Judenplatz in the early thirteenth century and lived
alongside and in close interaction with the Christian population for two hundred years, until they
were robbed, expelled, and murdered by order of Duke Albert V in 1420/21.In ten essays and
numerous illustrations, this book gives an overview not only of the first Jewish community in
Vienna but also of the chequered history of Judenplatz. The focus on medieval Jewish Vienna
hones perspectives on modern-day social interrelationships.
HB 9783205212010 £23.99 March 2021 Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GMBH 203 pages

The Death of Tidericus the Organist - Plague and Conspiracy Theory in
Hanseatic Visby
Richard Cole.
In the summer of 1350, as a deadly pandemic tore across Europe, nine people were burnt at the
stake in the Hanseatic city of Visby on the island of Gotland. Ostensibly, this was a sadly familiar
story: the Black Death was rampant, and a supposed Jewish plot was offered as an explanation.
The alleged perpetrators were forced to confess, and were duly executed. But the people who
were consigned to the flames in Visby were not Jewish.
In fact, there were no Jews on the island to be victimised. Of the nine accused, two were Christian
preachers, and the only named individual, Tidericus, was an organist -- probably the organ player
at the church of St. Olaf in Visby. The outlandish theory was that the plague was a poisoning
scheme run by an international conspiracy of Jews, oligarchs, and secular administrators.
This book traces the story of the unfortunate Tidericus, and examines the implications of the
antisemitic fantasy which led to his death. The positions of the different ethnic groups in Visby
are considered against the backdrop of panic and paranoia which pandemics inspire. The
interests of the native Old Gutnish-speaking population are compared to the motives of the Low
German-speaking mercantile elite who were administering Visby at the time.
A context of social unrest, with class divisions bisecting proto-national identities, proved to be a
dangerous fuel for a surreal conspiracy theory. A popular willingness to believe in this lurid
nightmare proved to be the undoing of Tidericus and his co-accused. The sources which record
the affair, namely two pieces of Hanseatic correspondence, are edited and translated into English
for the first time in the appendices.
PB 9780903521994 £10.00 January 2021 Viking Society 113 pages
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The Henry Bagwell Story
English Adventurer, Virginia Planter 1589-1663
Margaret A Rice
A remarkable tale of survival and achievement against great odds. Henry Bagwell was an
enterprising young man from a prosperous merchant family in Exeter, Devon, England. A
passenger on the ill-fated "Third Supply" mission that shipwrecked on the reefs of Bermuda enroute to Jamestown in 1609, Bagwell earned the unofficial title of "adventurer" and the official
designation of "Ancient Planter." Bagwell was in the early wave of seventeenth-century English
pioneers who dared to cross a dangerous ocean (in his case, more than once); to serve his time
in the development and defence of a new land; and then to take possession of the acreage for
which he had worked. He was an important personality in the emerging society of the Eastern
Shore of Virginia and the progenitor of a substantial family. This is the first biography that has
been written about him.
HB 9781944962845 £24.99 May 2021 Secant Publishing LLC 220 pages

1700 To C.1900
The Greek Revolution of 1821 and its Global Significance
Roderick Beaton
It has been called the ‘age of revolution.’ The white heat of it came in the decades either side of
the year 1800. But it lasted a full century: from the American Declaration of Independence in
1776 to the great national ‘unifications’ of Germany and Italy during the 1860s. Right in the
middle of this long ‘age of revolution’ and, as it turns out, the pivotal point within it, comes the
Greek Revolution that broke out in the spring of 1821.
Historians have been slow to recognise the key role of the Greek uprising in 1821, and the
international recognition of Greece as a sovereign, independent state nine years later, in 1830,
in this process that did so much to shape the geopolitics of the European continent, and indeed
of much of the world. This little book sets out to explain what happened during these nine years
to bring about such far-reaching (and surely unanticipated) consequences, and why the full
significance of these events is only now coming to be appreciated, two hundred years later.
PB 9786185369439 £9.99 September 2021 Aiora Books 88 pages

First Encounters - New Zealand 1642-1840
Edited by Gordon Ell, Sarah Ell
Europeans had no idea what they would find when they first set eyes on Aotearoa. First
Encounters selects some of the key writings from these early traders, missionaries, explorers,
and surveyors -- covering nearly 200 years from Abel Tasman in 1642 and Joseph Banks in 1769,
through to early settlers such as John Logan Campbell in 1840.
Their records of encounters with this new land and its Māori inhabitants reveal stories of wonder,
curiosity, misunderstanding and adventure -- all with maximum interest and impact for modern
readers. The text is liberally illustrated with two-colour imagery and historical photos, alongside
fact boxes explaining historical language and events.
PB 9780947506902 £23.99 April 2021 Oratia Books 108 pages
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Made in Lancashire - A Collective Biography of Assisted Migrants from
Lancashire to Victoria 1852-1853
Richard Turner
At the height of the Victorian gold rush, between July 1852 and June 1853, hundreds of
government-assisted migrants from Lancashire, England, made their way to Australia and
disembarked in Victoria. They were part of a huge flood of such migrants who poured into the
new-born colony as the colonial administration scrabbled to cope with the gold rush. The scheme
was an unprecedented achievement in government-organised migration. Yet most historians
have tended to dismiss these assisted migrants as the unskilled poorest-of-the-poor, and not of
the same calibre as the working-class and middle-class unassisted migrants also arriving at the
colony in great numbers. However, far from being the dross of England, these migrants were
intelligent, highly motivated risk-takers, many of whom went on to experience success as gold
diggers, selectors, tradespeople, and entrepreneurs.
Made in Lancashire is a collective biography that explores in detail who these Lancashire assisted
migrants were, their origins, why they migrated, where they went on arrival in Victoria, and what
they made of their lives.
PB 9781922464361 £23.99 June 2021 Monash University Publishing 256 pages

20th Century
Eternal Memory - Monuments and Memorials of the Holodomor
Wiktoria Kudela-Świątek. Translated by Guy Russell Torr
In Eternal Memory: Monuments and Memorials of the Holodomor, Wiktoria Kudela-Świątek
provides an in-depth examination of "places of memory" associated with the Great Famine of
1932-1933 in Ukraine, supplemented by photographs from across the globe that highlight both
the uniqueness of individual monuments and their commonalities. The author investigates the
history, aesthetics, and symbolism of a wide array of commemorative spaces, including
museums, commemorative plaques, and sites directly linked with the victims of the Holodomor
(previously unmarked mass graves, for example). The book not only illuminates the range of
meanings that communities of memory have invested in these sites but sheds light on the
processes by which commemorative practices have evolved and been shared between Ukraine
and the diaspora.
PB 9781894865616 £33.99 September 2021 University of Alberta Press 400 pages

Our First Foreign War - The impact of the South African War 1899–1902 on
New Zealand
Nigel Robson
When war broke out between the British Empire and the Boer republics in 1899, New Zealand
was among Britain’s most enthusiastic supporters. Many welcomed the opportunity to prove
their nation’s military capabilities and its loyalty to the Empire. Although the numbers sent to
South Africa were small, the response at home was on a grander scale. Contributions to the war
effort flooded in and New Zealanders closely followed the fortunes of their contingents in the
field and the drama of the sieges of Mafeking, Kimberley, and Ladysmith.
Patriotic men, women and children packed fund-raising events and joined military volunteer and
school cadet corps. This is the first book to examine a phenomenon that has few parallels in New
Zealand history. It offers a finely grained analysis of the nation’s response to the South African
War, and the conflict’s enduring impact on New Zealand.
PB 9780995140707 £42.99 April 2021 Massey University Press 416 pages
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Sandy Curle - Letters Home from Liberated Ethiopia 1941-1945
Christian Curle
In his vivid letters home to his father in the Scottish Borders, Sandy Curle (1900-80) paints an
engaging picture of 1940s Ethiopia -- supported by over 100 illustrations and comprehensive
explanatory notes. During the liberation, Sandy had led his Ethiopian irregular troops up from
Kenya, but he had not seen his wife for three years or their new daughter – the editor of this
book -- at all. As part of the new Ethiopian government, he observes tensions between the
restored Haile Selassie and the veterans of colonial administration. Sent to Jimma in 1943 to
advise the governor of the south-west, he wins the trust of the ‘old school’ Ras Birru, and helps
support the Emperor’s modernising policies on the ground. His family is at last able to join him
here in 1944 after an adventurous wartime voyage.
Full of telling detail, the letters bring alive a complex society recovering from the unpredictable
and brutal Italian occupation. Sandy’s extensive social circle includes friends across the nations
from his 20 years in East Africa, old comrades and, of course, Scots. He shares with us his wide
interests in archaeology, religion, and the natural world together with domestic worries and
family drama.
HB 9780952065173 £25.00 March 2021 Aldridge Press 288 pages

Archaeology
Characterization of Archaeological Materials by the Use of Light
Archaeology - Discoveries of the Past
Edited by Dorota Bartusik-Aebisher
In this book Characterization of Archaeological Materials by the Use of Light the authors tried to
demonstrate the high degree of technology used in laser scanning for archaeological sites. The
data collection and review were obtained thanks to the conscious, proprietary data processing
and individual knowledge of lidar products, by using the developed especially for archaeological
analytical tools, visualization methods data and algorithms processing the point cloud, numerical
models, and their derivatives.
The authors form an interdisciplinary team, they are both archaeologists and laser physicists.
This book has four chapters titled: Aerial Laser Scanning, Laser in the conservation of
archaeological monuments, Laser analysis of the chemical composition of ceramics and Laser
applications to study various solid materials.
We present Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) such as an advanced method of archaeological
prospection. In the last few years, an increasing number of applications of Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) data within World archaeology was noticed. At the same time, ALS is an
extremely useful method for conservation purposes.
On the other hand, carrying out successive measurements allows for monitoring of facilities,
sites, and landscapes over time. Along with the growing interest in the method and the growing
number of its applications in archaeology, it is worth paying attention to the efficiency of using
the ALS and LIDAR.

About the Author: Dorota Bartusik-Aebisher (Department of Experimental and Clinical
Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Rzeszów, Rzeszów, Poland)
PB 9781536193435 £90.99 March 2021 Nova Science Publishers, Inc 147 pages
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Prehistoric Man in Palliser Bay
Edited by Foss Leach, Helen Leach
Encountering 1,000 years of life in Palliser Bay. This book presents, in 14 papers by 9 authors, the
results of a pioneering, multifaceted, archaeological research programme carried out between
1969 and 1972 in the south-eastern coastal part of the North Island of New Zealand. The volume
reviews archaeological evidence from the time of first settlement from Polynesia through to the
19th century.
Over 25 excavations were carried out, focussing on midden sites, house areas, kumara storage
pits and prehistoric gardens. Laboratory analysis of middens revealed details of the history of
fishing, birding, and sea mammal hunting. Artefacts of stone, bone and shell are described in the
volume, and analysis of land snails provides evidence for environmental change during the period
of occupation. Analysis of human bone samples provided detailed medical histories of the people
who lived in the region. Two concluding chapters consider the significance of the evidence for
early horticulture in Palliser Bay and the nature of prehistoric communities in the area.

About the Author: Foss Leach CNZM is a New Zealand prehistorian. A strong advocate of
collaborative cross-disciplinary research in archaeological science, he has published more than
100 scientific papers and books. In 1988 he founded the Archaeozoology Laboratory at the
Museum of New Zealand and was its curator until 2001, when he retired. Helen Leach ONZM is
an Emeritus Professor of Anthropology at the University of Otago and a Fellow of the Royal
Society of New Zealand.
PB 9780995138414 £38.99 January 2021 Te Papa Press 272 pages
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